The effects of solar heating and infrared cooling on the vapor depositional growth of cloud drops, and hence the potential for collection enhancement, is investigated. Large eddy simulation (LES) of marine stratocumulus is used to generate 600 parcel trajectories that follow the mean motions of the cloud. Thermodynamic, dynamic, and radiative cloud properties are stored for each trajectory. An offline trajectory ensemble model (TEM) coupled to a bin microphysical model that includes the influences of radiation on drop growth is driven by the 600-parcel dataset.
Introduction
Interest in the growth of a drop from vapor was initiated more than a century ago in 1890 when Maxwell formulated his equations for condensation and evaporation. By adding boundary conditions to Maxwell's heat and mass transfer equations for a spherical droplet to take into consideration the Kelvin (curvature), Raoult (solution), and radiative effects, and then coupling this equation with the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, a general expression for the mass growth rate of a spherical droplet can be derived (see Pruppacher and Klett 1997) . Fuchs (1959) was the first to include the radiative term in the mass growth rate equation; however, he concluded that influences of infrared [longwave (LW)] radiative processes on the vapor growth of drops were negligible since the radiative interactions occur mainly between drops that have similar temperatures. This conclusion is true for the cloud interior, but near cloud boundaries there can be a large gradient in the net radiative flux resulting in strong cooling or heating. In the LW, the net cooling rate of drops in the vicinity of cloud top (ϳ50 m) is generally in the range of 1.5 to 8 K h
Ϫ1
. This radiative cooling assists in the dissipation of the warming produced during condensation; consequently, condensation rates are increased. Roach (1976) and Barkstrom (1978) showed this quantitatively for isolated drops residing at cloud top and also found that net radiative cooling allows larger droplets (r տ 20 m) to grow even in a subsaturated environment. These works, therefore, suggested that radiative influences may have a strong, size-dependent effect on droplet populations.
Influences of LW cooling on droplet populations were first studied by Guzzi and Rizzi (1980) , who found a differential impact of radiative cooling on the size spectrum. This effect is due to the fact that cloud drop LW absorption coefficients increase rapidly with size between roughly 5 and 15 m. Hence, radiative cooling enhances larger droplet growth while suppressing the growth of smaller drops, producing spectral broadening. This work considered the effects of condensation only, as collection was ignored. Fifteen years later, Austin et al. (1995) extended the work of Guzzi and Rizzi (1980) by including drop growth through collection of other drops residing at cloud top. Austin et al. (1995) not only substantiated earlier studies, but also showed that collection was enhanced by radiative cooling. This study showed that the time required for the onset of collection, and hence precipitation, may be reduced by as much as a factor of 4 when radiative cooling takes place.
Though most previous researchers were interested in enhanced growth of individual drops, Davies (1985) took up the important topic of radiative influences on cloud supersaturation (s u ). Davies (1985) derived a consistent set of equations for the growth of radiatively affected drops and for s u . One of the most interesting results from this detailed study, which was also found by Austin et al. (1995) , is that the equilibrium supersaturation (s u,eq ) under radiative cooling takes on positive values. This result is somewhat counterintuitive since one would expect that radiatively enhanced growth would drive the supersaturation to values below zero, which is what was found by Roach (1976) . Davies (1985) , however, had included kinetic effects not included by Roach (1976) , which lead to the slightly positive s u,eq . Harrington et al. (2000) , who also included kinetic effects, showed slight subsaturations under strong radiative cooling at cloud top. Their analysis indicated that the implicit inclusion of entrainment warming of cloud top, which was ignored in the other studies, was the reason for the subsaturations.
Because radiation is such an important factor governing the evolution of layered clouds, around 1990 one-dimensional (1D) models of stratocumulus clouds and fog were modified to include the radiative effect on drop growth. These microphysical-dynamical models showed that enhanced production of large droplets due to radiation occurs within a reasonable time. The 1D simulations of fog by Bott et al. (1990) showed that observed oscillations of the liquid water content (LWC) were only reproducible if the radiative term was included in the drop growth equation. Ackerman et al. (1995) included the radiative term in a 1D stratocumulus model that included a microphysical bin model and showed that the radiative effect has a significant influence on LWC, supersaturation (s u ), and optical depth.
In an attempt to isolate microphysical-radiative processes from dynamic feedbacks in cloud models, Harrington et al. (2000) studied the impact of the radiative effect by using a trajectory ensemble model (TEM). The TEM was driven by parcel data derived from 2D eddy-resolving model (ERM) simulations of Arctic stratus. Simply put, the TEM is an offline microphysical parcel model. The analysis in Harrington et al. (2000) showed that the radiative effect reduces the time required for the onset of drizzle by up to one half hour. Furthermore, they showed that only parcel trajectories spending long periods of time at cloud top, which are the parcels that would produce drizzle anyway, are significantly affected by radiative cooling. Thus Harrington et al. (2000) concluded that radiative cooling may reduce the time for drizzle onset; however, it may not cause a cloud to drizzle. The ERM simulations, which included full microphysics and radiation, suggested this as well-drizzle onset occurred about 15 min earlier in cases that included radiative cooling.
In this paper, we extend the work of Harrington et al. (2000) by including the effects of strong solar heating on the growth of drop populations. Radiative effects are studied with a TEM driven by output derived from simulated stratocumulus clouds using a large eddy simulation (LES) model. As in Harrington et al. (2000) , an ensemble of trajectories is derived from the LES. This provides a more representative treatment than single parcel simulations would provide. Furthermore, it should be realized that the TEM is not a surrogate for simulations of real clouds. Instead, the value of the TEM resides in its ability to elucidate microphysical effects on time scales, and paths, that are at least somewhat realistic without the added difficulties of dynamic feedbacks. In this study, the effects of strong solar heating on the vapor depositional growth and initiation of collision coalescence of cloud droplets will be investigated.
Numerical model and test case
The influences of solar radiation on drop growth are examined using a trajectory model, described below, which is forced by parcel data generated from the LES option (Stevens et al. 1999 ) of the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS; Pielke et al. 1992; Cotton et al. 2003 ). This LES model has been successfully used to model radiatively driven stratocumulus (e.g., Feingold et al. 1994; Stevens et al. 1999 ) and has been used to examine microphysics-dynamics interactions (e.g., Feingold et al. 1996; Stevens et al. 1998; Harrington et al. 1999) . Longwave and shortwave heating and cooling rates are calculated in the LES model by using a two-stream radiative transfer routine that includes 6 solar and 12 infrared bands with optical properties computed consistently with the model microphysics (Harrington and Olsson 2001) . This version of the LES code includes both bulk (Walko et al. 1995) and binned (Feingold et al. 1994; Reisin et al. 1996) microphysics schemes. The liquid-phase bin microphysical model solves for the number concentration (N k ) and mass mixing ratio (M k ) in each of the 34 bins. The minimum drop diameter is 3.125 m, and the lower boundary of each successive bin is twice the mass of the lower boundary of the previous bin (i.e., m kϩ1 ϭ 2m k ). The bin microphysical model calculates the transfer of drop concentration and mass between bins due to condensation/evaporation and collection. (The effects of sedimentation were not included since drops are not permitted to fall out of the parcels.) The evolution of the size spectrum is computed by the method of moments (Tzivion et al. 1987) as modified by Stevens et al. (1996) and Harrington et al. (2000) . The bin microphysics model is used in the parcel model studies that follow. The LES studies that provide surrogate data for the parcel model use bulk microphysics.
The case used for this study is similar to the case simulated by Stevens et al. (1996) , the only difference being that both the initial potential temperature () and water vapor mixing ratio (r ) profiles were simplified to initially neutral within the boundary layer. For this study, the LES domain covered 6 km ϫ 6 km in (x, y), with (⌬x, ⌬y) of 40 m and 3.5 km in z, with ⌬z of 20 m. A time step of 2 s was used. The LES model was run for 3 h with LW cooling only in order to spin up the cloud dynamics. At this time, shortwave (SW) heating was included and the LES was run for another hour so that the dynamic fields could adjust to the solar heating. Trial and error showed that 1 h was sufficient time for the readjustment of the cloud dynamics and structure to the additional shortwave heating. The solar zenith angle (⌰ o ) was fixed in the simulations at ⌰ o ϭ 0°to produce the strongest solar heating. In reality, of course, the solar zenith angle should vary with time. This adds another level of complexity that is investigated in our companion paper (Hartman and Harrington 2005, hereafter Part II) .
Once the LES had adjusted to the solar heating, at simulation hour four, 600 point parcels were released below cloud base and were tracked for the final 2 h of the simulation. Parcel location, dynamic fields (resolved u, , w only), thermodynamic variables, radiative fluxes, and moisture variables were written out every time step for each parcel by interpolating between LES grid points. An example of profiles of the LWC and radiative heating rate from the LES appears in Fig. 1a . The cloud layer is roughly 300 m thick and maintains this thickness for the final 2 h of the simulation. Radiative cooling is confined to the top ϳ50 m of the cloud, while the lower 250 m of the stratocumulus deck is warmed by SW and cloud-base LW heating. A subset of the trajectory paths from the LES is shown in Fig. 1b . Note that the trajectories are confined to the cloud layer, a result that differs from Stevens et al. (1996) and Harrington et al. (2000) in which the trajectories dip significantly below cloud base. The reason for the confined trajectories lies in the fact that the strong solar heating stabilizes the cloud layer with respect to the subcloud layer (e.g., Nicholls 1984) . Therefore, cloud circulations and parcel trajectories are confined, pri- marily, to the cloud layer. These trajectory datasets from the LES model were then used to drive a trajectory ensemble model that includes the detailed bin microphysical model (Feingold et al. 1994; Stevens et al. 1996; Harrington et al. 2000) described above.
As was discussed in Harrington et al. (2000) , there are advantages and disadvantages to using the TEM, as compared to the LES model alone, to study radiative influences on cloud droplet growth. The TEM allows for the study of microphysical effects without dynamic feedbacks. This is both an advantage and a disadvantage. The TEM does not contain artificial spectral broadening which occurs on LES Eulerian grids (Clark 1974) . Since the parcel trajectories are derived using only the LES mean wind (subgrid turbulence is not included), cloud time scales may be altered, affecting the final results. Furthermore, mixing across interfacial boundaries is not well represented in the LES. Hence processes near cloud top, where LW radiation is important, may not be represented accurately. Interparcel mixing is not included, which also limits the results. The entire drizzle process cannot be captured in any parcel model since drops follow the parcel motions (i.e., sedimentation is not included). This not only leads to larger LWC, but also produces a positive feedback on drop growth once drizzle drops are produced. It is important to bear these limitations in mind throughout the remainder of the discussion.
Microphysical modifications
The equation for the vapor growth of liquid drops presented in Harrington et al. (2000) with the addition of curvature and solution terms is
where m is the droplet mass, l o is a length scale for gas kinetic effects (see Clark 1973) , s u (t) is the supersaturation, A/m 1/3 is the curvature term, B/m is the solution term, G(T, P) accounts for heat and vapor diffusion effects (following Pruppacher and Klett 1997) , R is the power due to radiative heating or cooling, c(m) is a coefficient of the radiative term R (following Harrington et al. 2000) , and f rad is the fraction of the flux divergence due to droplets (Austin et al. 1995) . The above equation shows that droplet growth is enhanced (suppressed) by radiative cooling (heating). The impact of the curvature and solution effects is significant at smaller radii [r տ 2 m, while the impact of the radiative term is significant at radii larger than ϳ10 m (Roach 1976) ]. Hence, when the solution and curvature effects begin to decrease in importance, radiation becomes important.
To compute the mass and number transfer between bins, one must compute m(t) for each bin. Feingold et al. (1994) do this with only the supersaturation dependent form of Eq. (1). An analytical form for m(t) follows since an integrable from of s u (t) can be derived from the supersaturation development equation [see Harrington et al. (2000) for the form used here]. This is not possible for the general mass growth equation given above. To get around this problem, the method of Stevens et al. (1996) and Harrington et al. (2000) is employed, where the solution of Eq. (1) is approximated as
where ␣ ϭ 4 ⁄3 L , m k is the average mass of the drops in bin k, and ⌬t is the model time step. Denoting the s u (t)-dependent term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2) by , also referred to as the supersaturation forcing, and the remaining terms by r , then the approximate solution to the mass growth rate equation after ⌬t seconds is
where the effective supersaturation forcing is e ϵ ϩ r . This equation need only be calculated once for each drop bin, thus maximizing the efficiency of the microphysical model. The accuracy of the approximate solution to the mass growth rate equation was tested by comparing the results of Eq. (3) with an accurate numerical integration of Eq. (1) over a time interval of ⌬t ϭ 2 s, which is typical of model time steps. The approximate solution was accurate over a large range of radiative heating/ cooling rates (E d ϭ Ϫ30 to 30 W m
Ϫ2
) and ammonium bisulfate masses (m s ϭ 10 Ϫ18 to 10 Ϫ12 g). Relative errors of less than 4% were found for all cases considered. As one might expect, errors were largest at the smallest sizes since the solution effect has a large influence. As the drop size increases beyond the first two bins, however, errors rapidly fall to less than a fraction of a percent. These results show that the approximate solution to the mass growth rate equation is sufficiently accurate for the problem addressed herein.
Radiative effects on individual parcels
Before attempting to make sense of solar influences on drop growth for the entire ensemble of parcel trajectories, the processes and mechanisms affecting individual parcels are examined. In this section, the effect of radiative heating and cooling on the growth of drops for two individual trajectories will be studied. [Unless otherwise stated, the number concentration of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) assumed to be ammonium bisulfate, was 200 cm
Ϫ3
, which is typical of marine stratocumulus.] In choosing which parcels to isolate for detailed study, consider the amount of time each parcel spends at cloud top and also within the cloud. A parcel that spends a large portion of its lifetime near cloud top will experience continued net radiative cooling due to LW emission that exceeds SW absorption. Furthermore, cloud top is the region of highest LWC and is therefore the region where collection is likely to be initiated rapidly (e.g., Feingold et al. 1996) . A parcel that spends most of its lifetime in the middle of the cloud will experience net heating due to absorption of SW, and possibly, LW radiation.
In Fig. 2 , a histogram of the average in-cloud residence time and cloud-top residence time for all trajectories is shown. Cloud top in this case is defined as the region where LW cooling occurs. Because of the strong solar radiation used in the simulation, cloud base is stabilized, which confines most parcels to the cloud layer ( Fig. 1) . Hence, the in-cloud residence time distribution is roughly flat (Fig. 2 ) with an average incloud time of ϳ32 min. It is equally likely for a given trajectory to have a long time scale as to have a short time scale within the cloud. This result may have important implications for collection initiation, which will be discussed later and in Part II. Longwave radiative influences have their strongest effects near cloud boundaries, hence cloud-top residence time of the trajectories is important for quantifying the results of this study. Note that most parcels spend less than 20 min at cloud top ( Fig. 2) , with only a few parcels spending as much as 45 to 60 min at cloud top. The average amount of time a trajectory spends at cloud top is ϳ20 min. Note that these cloud-top time scales are longer than those shown in Stevens et al. (1996) and Harrington et al. (2000) , both of which used LES, with average cloudtop residence times of roughly 5 and 8 min, respectively.
1 However, Stevens et al. (1996) used LW cooling only and Harrington et al. (2000) included weak solar heating. In contrast to the current case where roughly 80% of all parcels reach cloud top, Stevens et al. (1996) found that only 35% of the trajectories reached cloud top. As will be discussed further in Part II, the strong SW heating confines more trajectories to cloud, which inevitably causes them to spend a comparatively greater amount of time at cloud top.
a. Cloud-top parcel
Parcels that spend a significant period of time in the vicinity of cloud top are particularly important for quantifying the effects of radiation on drop growth. In the first place, cloud top is the region of highest LWC and, therefore, where collision coalescence (collection) is most likely to initiate (e.g., Feingold et al. 1996) . Also, cloud top is where drops are influenced by radiative cooling. Though a rarity, a trajectory that follows cloud top for approximately 50 min, and is therefore useful for quantifying radiative influences at cloud top, is shown in Fig. 3 . As Fig. 3 illustrates, this parcel entered an updraft below cloud base (w max ϳ 0.5 m s Ϫ1 ) around 270 min of simulation time and was advected to 1 One must be careful when interpreting the differences between Stevens et al. (1996) and this work. Here, cloud top is defined as the LW-cooled region, which is roughly 65-75 m thick, whereas Stevens et al. (1996) use the upper 50 m of the cloud. 
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cloud top where it remained for 1 h. As in Harrington et al. (2000) , the parcel LWC increases as the parcel rises and reaches a roughly constant value at cloud top. The supersaturation (s u ) shows a peak at cloud base and a second, smaller peak near cloud top due to a small updraft, before reaching a roughly constant value. As was shown in Harrington et al. (2000) , LW cooling causes a small increase in the LWC and produces a slight subsaturation. This slight subsaturation, first discussed by Roach (1976) , apparently contradicts more recent results (e.g., Davies 1985; Austin et al. 1995) . However, as was discussed by Harrington et al. (2000) , entrainment processes were not included in these analyses. The current study, as in Harrington et al. (2000) includes the implicit effects of entrainment since the trajectory dataset is derived from the LES. As expected, including SW heating reduces both of the LW effects on LWC and s u , since SW heating at cloud top reduces the total amount of cooling. While interesting, test simulations show that the slight subsaturations have little influence on the conclusions, which are drawn later regarding collection initiation. Though the influence of SW heating on two macroscale cloud quantities appears rather mundane, its effect the on drop size spectrum is not. Consider Fig. 4 , which shows the mass size distribution after 15 min at cloud top. (We chose 15 min because this is close to the average amount of time parcels spend at cloud top.) Without radiative influences, the standard cloud drop mode typical of those produced by parcel models begins to appear. As in Harrington et al. (2000) , the inclusion of LW cooling enhances the collision-coalescence process leading to a broader size spectrum. Furthermore, a smaller drop mode (r ϳ 3 to 8 m)
begins to appear and is due to the fact that small drops (r ϳ 8 to 10 m) are weakly influenced by the radiative effect, and therefore evaporate in the slightly subsaturated environment (see Harrington et al. 2000 , for further details).
Both of these general characteristics, though of lesser magnitude, are also evident in the case that includes SW heating. Interestingly, when SW heating is included, a significant downturn in the mass size distribution occurs for r տ 150 m. In fact, the amount of mass at these sizes is smaller than in the case without the radiative term. Solar heating is causing a narrowing of the drop size spectrum preferentially at larger sizes, even after only ϳ15 min of cloud-top exposure. This can be understood by examining time series plots of the effective supersaturation forcing [ e , Eq. (3)] for various drop bins (Fig. 5a ). Without the radiative term ( norad ), e does not depend on drop size for r տ 10 m, as curvature affects only the smaller drops. This, however, is not true once the radiative term is included [see Eqs. (1) and (2)] since R ϰ r 2 Q a (r), where Q a (r) is the absorption efficiency. Consequently, as pointed out by Roach (1976) , when one considers LW radiation only, drop growth is dominated by radiative cooling for r տ 10 m.
Including SW heating has a strong effect on the vapor growth of large drops. As expected, SW heating reduces the positive impact of LW cooling on drop growth, as most e are smaller, whereas drops with r Ͼ 200 m evaporate (Fig. 5 ). For these large drops, SW heating is stronger than LW cooling, and hence the larger drops experience a net warming. Since this net radiative warming increases with drop size, evaporation increases commensurately. That SW absorption increases for larger drops has been known for sometime (e.g., Wiscombe et al. 1984) . In fact, Wu et al. (2000) showed a similar effect for ice crystal growth.
It is perhaps important at this stage to reiterate that the parcel model does not include sedimentation allowing large drops to artificially broaden the drop distribution, even after only 15 min. (This is a limitation of almost all parcel models.) Hence, size spectra computed with, and without, the radiative term are broader than they should be. This artificial broadening likely produces an underestimate of the impacts of SW heating since the narrowing effect discussed above will be masked somewhat. Future simulations with the full LES including radiation will help resolve this issue.
b. Midcloud parcel
Not all parcels spend extended periods of time at cloud top even though many spend comparatively long periods of time in cloud (Fig. 2) . These long in-cloud time scales could have important consequences for drop growth since not only do drops have longer periods of time for growth as compared to non-SW heated stratus (e.g., Stevens et al. 1996) , but also because the interior of the cloud is heated by SW radiation, which suppresses vapor growth and collection. The LWC evolution for a parcel that spends over 60 min inside the cloud layer is illustrated in Fig. 6 . With the exception of the last 15 min when the parcel tracked along cloud top, the LWC shows little variation between the cases with and without radiative effects. Over this period the LWC was only slightly greater in the radiation cases. Radiative influences on s u are similarly weak and are not shown.
Though radiative effects on LWC (and s u ) are minimal for in-cloud parcels, they are not inconsequential for the size spectrum. During the roughly 20 min that the in-cloud parcel spends rising through the maximum in solar heating (t տ 320 min), significant radiative influences on the size distribution occur (Fig. 7) . In the lower 100 m of the cloud, at approximately 320 min into the simulation, the mass distribution is unimodal and rather narrow. Since the radiation cases have undergone cloud-base LW heating for a significant fraction of their evolution, the distribution is even narrower than in the no radiation case. Again, this is due to the fact that larger drops (r տ 10 m) are strongly influenced by the radiative fluxes and evaporate, while the small drops, which are not sensitive to the radiative term, grow primarily through s u . Ten minutes later, the mass distribution is broader as collection becomes active. When the parcel reaches cloud top at approximately 340 min, the distribution in the LW radiation case approaches that of the no radiation case at larger drop sizes due to LW cooling enhancement of drop growth. Note that when SW heating is included, the size spectrum becomes much narrower than for both the no radiation and LW cases. In fact, only about 10 min are required for narrowing by SW heating to occur. Since this trajectory spent about 20 min rising through the cloud, it experiences a great deal of solar heating. Furthermore, because larger drops are most strongly affected by solar heating, they experience strong evaporation in the midcloud environment. This leads to a narrowing of the size spectrum at large sizes. Ultimately, the broadening in the mass size distribution that this parcel would experience is diminished by the strong radiative warming to which it was subjected. The importance of this effect will be discussed later (section 5) since many trajectories have long in-cloud time scales (Fig. 2) . We expect this SW narrowing of the size spectra to be active in real clouds since the fall speed for r between 100 and 200 m drops is approximately 0.75-1.5 m s Ϫ1 whereas the updraft speed of the rising parcel is 0.2-0.5 m s
Ϫ1
. Thus, even the 200 m drops will spend, at the very least, 5-10 min within the cloud layer, which is sufficient for evaporation of the larger drops due to SW impacts on vapor growth.
Ensemble parcel results
The individual trajectory results above provide a framework for discussing the results from the entire ensemble of trajectories. Of particular interest, from a cloud-scale perspective, is the influence of SW heating on drop growth and the indirect influence this has on the initiation of collision coalescence. Since the initiation of collection is strongly dependent on the concentration of drops, we also examine this impact.
a. Ensemble view of growth rates
Since the radiative term directly impacts the vapor growth equation, and indirectly impacts collection, an examination of vapor growth in the absence of collection appears warranted. A cloud-scale perspective of the importance of both LW cooling and SW heating on vapor growth can be gained by examining the effective supersaturation forcing [ e ; Eq. (3)]. As was shown previously, e is size dependent for drops with r տ 10 m if radiative effects are included in the vapor growth equation. Hence, Fig. 8 shows e averaged over all 600 parcels throughout the simulation period, as a function of height.
Without radiative influences, strong evaporation occurs in the region below cloud base (below ϳ500 m), while cloud top (ϳ820 m) has nearly zero supersaturation, and hence forcing. The strong evaporation ( e Ͻ 0) below cloud base is simply due to parcels dipping below the cloud. It is important to note that e in the no radiation case is not size dependent for r տ 10 m.
⌻he case is, of course, very different if the radiative term is included. Growth rates of very small drops (r Ͻ 10 m) and larger drops (r տ 10 m) are both affected by LW radiative cooling throughout the cloud, but for different reasons. Since cloud top is slightly subsaturated the smaller drops that are not affected by the radiative term in the drop mass growth rate equation evaporate (see section 4a). The evolution of large drops FIG. 7 . Evolution of the mass size distribution for radiative and nonradiative influenced growth during the half-hour period when the midcloud parcel ascended from the maximum in net radiative heating to the maximum in net radiative cooling. Each mass distribution is plotted over r mean , which is the average drop size in a given bin.
is quite different. Here, e is given for r ϳ 200 m drops for two reasons. First, LW radiation has a similar, though increasing, impact on all drops with r Ͼ 10 m. Second, e for r ϳ 200 m drops allows for easy comparison with calculations that include SW absorption, as will become apparent. As was shown for the single parcel, large drops at cloud top experience everincreasing vapor growth rates because the radiative cooling term increases with size, while evaporation occurs throughout much of the lower part of the cloud. (This is due to a combination of factors: First, LW heating occurs in the lower part of the cloud. Second, most large drops form near cloud top and then enter downdrafts, which are subsaturated to begin with.) Contrast this result with that which includes SW heating. Instead of growth, evaporation of larger drops occurs in every parcel that follows cloud top. Below cloud top at about 750 m, where the maximum in SW heating occurs, large drop evaporation rates reach their maximum. Since SW heating exists throughout most of the cloud layer, large drops tend to evaporate over the depth of the cloud. Therefore, drops with r տ 150 m experience net evaporation throughout most of the cloud. As will be shown, this size-dependent impact of SW heating on drop growth may have important effects on drop size distributions.
b. Vapor grown size spectra
Since radiation has a strong impact on vapor growth throughout the simulated cloud, one might imagine similar impacts on the size spectra for the ensemble of trajectories. To quantify these effects compactly, we compare the standard deviation () of the drop size distribution for each case excluding the process of collision coalescence. In particular, we compare the maximum achieved by each parcel ( max ) because this provides a measure of the greatest impact of radiation on the distribution breadth for each trajectory.
As Fig. 9 clearly illustrates, radiation causes not only broadening of the drop size spectra, but it may also produce a narrowing even in the case where only LW radiation is included. The narrowing in the LW radiation case is due to warming in the vicinity of cloud base. When only LW radiation is considered, as occurs in nocturnal clouds, a broad range of negative ⌬ max are produced, meaning that the drop size spectrum has been broadened by cloud-top LW cooling. This effect is likely a direct consequence of the large range of cloudtop residence times produced by the model. Since these parcels came from a daytime LES simulation, it is quite likely that this effect would be reduced in a nocturnal LES simulation. In fact, LW cooling enhances spectral broadening in approximately 25% of all parcels. (About 8% of parcels experience increased broadening, with ⌬ max Շ Ϫ1m, whereas around 25% of parcels have ⌬ max Շ Ϫ0.2 m.) However, cloud-base warming reduces the spectral width of the size spectrum in a number of cases, though the range of the narrowing is not as great as the range of the effects of spectral broadening. (Roughly 12% of cases show ⌬ max տ 0.2 m but ⌬ max is never greater than ϳ0.4 m.) Including SW heating changes the computed spectral widths. Unlike the LW only case, LW ϩ SW radiation produces a narrowing of the size spectrum for most trajectories. This is a consequence of two factors. First, SW heating reduces the influence of LW cooling at cloud top (note the lack of larger negative values of ⌬ max in Fig. 9 ). Second, net SW heating throughout the cloud also narrows the spectrum (note the increase in positive values of ⌬ max ). Thus in the absence of collision coalescence, SW heating appears to largely negate the broadening of the drop size distribution produced by LW radiation at cloud top.
As one might imagine, the LW and SW effects are linked to cloud-top residence times. Though the SW effect does alter vapor growth throughout the cloud, the LW effect, which enhances spectral broadening, is confined to the cloud-top region. Consequently, connections between radiation and collection initiation should be a function of cloud-top residence time. To illustrate this link, differences in max are plotted as a function of cloud-top residence time (Fig. 10) . The first feature of note is that only about 5 min of cloud-top exposure is apparently necessary before LW cooling begins to broaden the drop size spectrum. Beyond ϳ10 min at cloud top, the breadth of the drop size distribution becomes increasingly large compared to that of the no radiation case. Parcels that spend more than roughly 30 min at cloud top show broadening because of condensation. When SW radiation is included, parcels must spend more than approximately 25 min at cloud top before LW cooling can broaden the drop size distribution. This is a direct consequence of the results discussed above. Since SW heating negates the effect of cloud-top LW cooling, the broadening of the drop size distribution will occur much more slowly and require longer cloud-top residence times. We next use these results to help understand collection initiation as altered by radiative influences.
c. Radiative influences on collection initiation
The results of the previous sections, single parcel simulations and full parcel ensemble simulations without collection, provide a framework for understanding how radiative effects may alter the initiation of collection for a cloud composed of many trajectories. It is worth restating that we examine only the initiation of the collection process here because parcel models cannot fully characterize the drizzle process (i.e., fluxes due to sedimentation between parcels). Quantification of collection initiation requires some delineation that describes when a parcel contains enough moderately sized drops [called embryonic drizzle by Hobbs and Rangno (1998) ] so that collection growth of the population begins. We characterize collection onset by using r max , as defined by Feingold and Chuang (2002) . This work defines r max as the radius of the largest bin having a concentration greater than 10 Ϫ3 cm
Ϫ3
. These authors found, using a model similar to the one used here, that collection initiation appears to begin when r max Ӎ 20 m (Qualitative comparisons of a large number of parcel results suggests that this is also an excellent delineation for the work presented here.) This delineation is valuable because it allows us to define a time scale for collection initiation in the following way. We calculate the amount of time it takes from the point a trajectory first enters the cloud until r max ϭ 20 m and collection begins (if it does at all). This time scale is defined as rmax . We compute rmax in this way because a parcel's initial entry into the cloud deck varies. One parcel may spend more time below cloud base before entering whereas others enter immediately. This effect does not allow for a common basis of comparison for all 600 parcels.
The positive differences in rmax between the radiation and no radiation cases, which is a measure of the reduction in collection onset time for each parcel, as shown in Fig. 11 . Differences were computed only if collection was initiated in all three cases. This figure highlights a few important points about radiative influences on collection initiation.
For the case of LW cooling only, one can see that there is a reduction in the amount of time required for collection initiation (Fig. 11a) . As might be expected, the largest reduction in collection-onset time occurs for parcels in the 10-20-min cloud-top residence time range. These parcels do not spend much time in the vicinity of the cloud top LWC maximum, and thus have a much smaller chance of initiating collection in the absence of LW cooling. Consequently, these trajectories are the most heavily impacted by the inclusion of LW cooling. In these shorter cloud-top residence time cases, collection initiation occurs as much as 40 to 50 min earlier with LW cooling. As cloud top residence times become longer, most parcels have a reduction in their time for collection onset of roughly 7 min. This is because of the fact that, once cldtop տ 20 min trajectories almost always initiate collection without radiative influences and, therefore, LW radiation affects each of these parcels equally.
When SW heating is included (Fig. 11b) , the impact on collection initiation is less dramatic. Most noticeably, the number of parcels that are strongly influenced by radiative processes for cldtop Յ 20 min has been reduced. This is due to two factors, the first being that SW heating offsets the influence of LW cooling. The second is that when SW heating is active fewer parcels initiate collection during the 2-h simulation. There is still a drop in ⌬ rmax around cldtop Ӎ 20 min; however the LW cooling influence has been strongly offset by SW heating for long cloud-top time-scale parcels. In fact, the reduction in rmax is usually less than about 4 min for rmax տ 20 min parcels. Hence, SW heating strongly reduces collection initiation.
What is not shown in Fig. 11 , but is equally important, is the suppression of collection initiation by radiative heating. This is shown, along with the positive influences of radiative cooling, in Fig. 12 . Almost all parcels take less time to initiate collection in the LW radiation case compared to the no radiation case, with the majority of the parcels experiencing a reduction in the collection onset time of approximately 5 to 10 min. Those that take longer to initiate collection with LW radiation included spend a large amount of time (տ15 min) in the region of cloud-base LW heating, which suppresses drop growth. When SW radiation is included, fewer parcels show reduced times for collection initiation, which is similar to Fig. 11 . However, collection is suppressed in many more parcels with one sixth of all parcels exhibiting longer times for collection initiation (note that the LW ϩ SW histogram is negatively skewed). While the increase in collection initiation time ranges, roughly from 5 to 30 min, most parcels experience a suppression of collection initiation by about 7 min. This is important because many of these parcels showed a reduction in collection onset time (⌬ rmax Ͼ 0) when LW radiation alone was considered. Of course, the reason for this suppression of collection initiation is that these parcels spend a significant amount of time (տ15 min) in the lower two-thirds of the cloud, where they experience radiative heating.
Ultimately, the influence of SW heating on collection appears to depend on two things. First, SW heating reduces the net cooling that drops experience at cloud top. Therefore, the overall growth rate of drops at cloud top will be reduced. Second, the strong solar heating that large drops experience causes a narrowing of the drop distribution at larger sizes (recall Fig. 4 ) that also reduces collection. . Positive (negative) ⌬ rmax indicates more (less) rapid collection initiation.
d. Variations in drop concentration
Maritime clouds tend to have values of N ccn , the number concentration of CCN, ranging from 30 to 400 cm Ϫ3 whereas continental clouds have higher N ccn ranging from a few hundred to thousands of cubic centimeters (Rogers and Yau 1989) . All of the results presented in previous sections have initial drop concentrations of N d ϳ 200 cm
Ϫ3
. Since drop size spectrum widths and collection initiation depend on drop concentrations N d through N ccn , this section addresses the influence of N d by varying the drop concentrations over the range of 50 to 400 cm Ϫ3 (i.e., from maritime to more continental concentrations). Since the drop concentration is dependent on the number of CCN activated at the cloud-base supersaturation maximum, we keep N d constant for a given set of simulations by weighting the maximum drop concentration nucleated at the cloud base. An immediate question arises: Why not simply vary the CCN concentration? The reason is that in Part II, we vary the solar zenith angle, which causes changes in the dynamic structure of the clouds and, hence, in the number of drops nucleated for a given CCN spectrum. Thus, in order to have a common basis of comparison for Part II, it is advantageous to fix the drop concentrations. It is also important to note that our simulations are limited to a maximum drop concentration of 400 cm Ϫ3 because N d greater than this never initiates collection during our 2-h simulations for cases without radiation. Figure 13a shows the average time scale for collection initiation ( rmax ) as a function of N d . Note that for the case without radiative influences the average rmax varies from 20 to 120 min. At the low N d end collection initiation time scales are short, as expected, and only 20 min, on average, is required for collection initiation. As N d increases in the absence of radiation, rmax increases monotonically to 120 min for N d ϭ 400 cm
. It is important to realize that these average rmax are computed over only the subset of trajectories that initiate drizzle. In fact, this is the only way to average rmax since no values exist for parcels that do not initiate collection. Because this is the case, a view of collection initiation, which is closer to a cloud-scale perspective than can be gained by examining the percent of all trajectories that eventually initiate collection (P col ; Fig. 13b) . At low N d , fully 95% of all trajectories initiate collection over the 2-h simulation. Note that P col drops rapidly after N d տ 200 cm
, reaching only a few percent between 300 and 400 cm
. As N d increases, longer periods of time must be spent near cloud top where LWCs are maximized before collection begins. However, few parcels have such long cloud-top residence times (Fig. 2) and so collection is initiated in only a few trajectories. These results should have been anticipated as it becomes more difficult to initiate collection as N d increases.
Including radiation alters the above results. At low
), rmax is virtually unchanged by radiative effects since collection is initiated rapidly anyway. As N d increases, collection initiation is strongly affected by radiation. For N d Ͼ 150 cm
, the time for collection initiation is reduced in both the LW and LW ϩ SW cases. The average rmax for the cases with LW and LW ϩ SW radiation also increases with N d , but not as drastically as when radiative effects are ignored. Simulations with N d ϭ 400 cm Ϫ3 have an average rmax which is fully 45 min shorter for the LW case and 25 min shorter for the LW ϩ SW case, as compared to the no radiation case. This is a significant reduction, which is reflected in the percent of trajectories that initiate collection (P col ).
As Fig. 13 shows, low N d simulations have little difference between the radiation and no radiation cases, as expected. Once N d Ͼ 200 cm
, however, many more parcels initiate collection in the LW radiation case compared to the no radiation and LW ϩ SW radiation cases. This is due to the fact that less time is required for collection initiation, thus more parcels participate. Furthermore, when only LW radiative influences are included, P col drops much less rapidly than the case without radiative effects. In fact, beyond N d ϳ 300 cm Ϫ3 roughly 20% more parcels initiate collection for the LW radiation case than in the no radiation case. This result suggests that LW influences may have important effects on collection initiation, and therefore on drizzle production, in stratiform clouds with moderately high concentrations of drops.
When SW heating is included, the overall radiative influence changes substantially. Collection initiation is suppressed in all cases as compared to the LW cases, as plots of rmax and P col show. However, note that for
, rmax is larger than in the LW case by only ϳ5 min however P col is substantially less (up to 20%). The reason for this apparent contradiction is rooted in the way SW heating alters drop growth: 1) Growth is suppressed in the middle and lower regions of the cloud, and 2) LW cooling is reduced at cloud top. The combined influences of these two effects increases the time needed for collection initiation. This directly reduces the number of parcels that initiate collection because longer cloud-top time scales are now required as compared to the LW case.
Even though collection initiation is reduced when SW heating is included, the LW ϩ SW case still shows collection enhancement for larger drop concentrations, N d տ 300 cm
, as compared to the no radiation case. Instead of virtually no parcels initiating collection, the LW ϩ SW case has roughly 8% to 12% initiating collection. Thus, even though SW heating is suppressing growth, LW cooling still manages to produce enough broadening for roughly 10% of all parcels such that collection is initiated.
Finally, it is interesting that the LW ϩ SW case produces a net reduction in the percent of parcels that initiate collection (P col ), in comparison to the no radiation case, for N d between 100 and 250 cm
. Therefore, SW heating suppresses collection for intermediate drop concentrations. For a cloud heated by SW radiation, parcels that initiate collection must spend successively longer periods of time near cloud top, and therefore in the region of high LWC, as N d increases. This means that the percent of parcels that can initiate collection should decrease (Fig. 2) . Further examination yields a richer understanding of this SW collection suppression effect. At low N d , collection is still initiated sufficiently quickly without radiative effects. However, this begins to change when SW heating is included in the vapor growth equation. Since parcels spend a large amount of time (տ20 min) in the lower and middle cloud regions, drops can experience suppression of their growth at moderate drop concentrations. For example, Fig. 14 shows a histogram of differences in rmax between the radiation and no radiation cases when N d Ӎ 100 cm
. Note that the inclusion of LW cooling leads to only a slight enhancement or suppression of collection. The suppression, again, arises from parcels moving through the LW heating at cloud base. When SW radiation is included, a large number of parcels experience a suppression in collection initiation (⌬ rmax Ͻ 0) since SW heating occurs throughout the depth of the cloud.
At higher N d Ӎ 250 cm
, the situation changes (Fig.  15) . Even with SW heating, the time required to initiate collection is reduced by 5 to 10 min for most parcels (Figs. 13 and 15 ). Note that for higher N d there is virtually no suppression of collection initiation in any of the parcels for the LW-only case (compare this with Fig. 12 ), as all parcels experience a reduction in their collection onset times. This is similarly true for the case that includes LW and SW radiation, although some suppression due to SW heating still occurs. Finally, drop growth sensitivity to radiation leads to a higher degree of variability in the rmax differences as N d increases from 100 to 200 to 250 cm Ϫ3 since collection initiation will depend much more on individual parcel tracks, which determine the overall effects of radiation on drop growth.
In summary, we see that LW cooling enhances collection for N d տ 100 cm
. In fact, the number of parcels that initiate collection is much larger when LW cooling is included. Solar heating, however, suppresses collection initiation at intermediate drop concentrations (100 to 250 cm
). This is because most parcels have relatively short cloud-top residence times and, consequently, it is not difficult for SW heating to reduce collection initiation. Conversely, higher drop concentrations require long periods of time where LWCs are the highest, and LW cooling is maximized. Even though SW heating reduces cloud-top LW cooling, an enhancement of collection still occurs for larger N d .
Summary and concluding remarks
The effects of solar (SW) and infrared (LW) radiation on the growth of droplets within a simulated marine stratocumulus cloud were studied. Radiative effects were examined using trajectory datasets obtained from a large eddy simulation (LES) of stratocumulus cloud with strong solar heating (⌰ 0 ϭ 0°, overhead sun). A trajectory ensemble model (TEM) that includes detailed bin microphysics was then used on the LESderived dataset.
We found that LW radiation has its strongest effects near cloud boundaries whereas SW radiation occurs throughout the cloud deck. Most parcels spend less than 20 min at cloud top, with the average of about 20 min. Thus, on average, cloud-top LW cooling has 20 min to influence cloud drop populations. This average cloud-top residence time is longer than that in Stevens et al. (1996) and Harrington et al. (2000) because of the strong SW heating. With strong SW heating cloud base is stabilized, thus confining parcels to the cloud layer, resulting in long cloud-top residence times and a greater impact on vapor depositional growth. A further consequence of cloud base stabilization is that parcels spend much longer periods of time in cloud (about 30 min, on average). This means that drop growth can be retarded by SW heating, as SW heating occurs throughout the cloud deck.
Simulations that include LW cooling tend to match the earlier results of Harrington et al. (2000) . Here, LW cooling produces broadening of the drop size spectrum , simulations without radiative effects show that the full 2-h simulation period is required for collection initiation. Furthermore, very few trajectories (around 1%) initiate collection. However, LW cooling decreases the average time for collection initiation by up to 45 min, causing over 20% of parcels to initiate collection. This occurs because LW cooling causes increased collection initiation in parcels with shorter cloud-top residence times (10-20-min range). Within this range of time scales, parcels spend too little time in the region of the LWC maximum for collection to initiate without the influences of LW cooling. This illustrates that LW cooling may strongly influence the initiation of collection in high drop concentration clouds.
In contrast, SW heating suppresses the initiation of collection in at least three ways. First, SW heating reduces the strength of LW cooling at cloud top. Second, our results show that SW heating dominates over LW cooling for drops with radii տ200 m, a result that has been discussed previously by Wiscombe et al. (1984) and Wu et al. (2000) . This means that moderately sized drops tend to evaporate due to solar heating, even at cloud top. Third, unlike LW cooling, SW heating occurs throughout the stratocumulus cloud deck. Therefore, drops advected through the majority of the cloud layer experience a heating that suppresses their growth. All three of these mechanisms work in together to suppress the initiation of collection.
Though SW heating suppresses growth our results show that, on average, LW cooling is still strong enough to reduce collection onset times for N d տ 250 cm , the average time for collection initiation is reduced by almost 30 min, which is 15 min longer than when LW radiation alone is included. Furthermore, the number of trajectories that actually initiate collection (almost 10%) is greater than when no radiation is included (around 1%). Hence, at larger N d , clouds heated by SW radiation may still show significant enhancement of the collection process through cloud-top LW cooling. For intermediate drop concentrations (100-200 cm Ϫ3 ), collection initiation is suppressed as compared to the cases without radiation. The reason for this behavior is that, within this drop concentration range, collection is still easily initiated. Hence, shorter cloud-top residence times are required for collection initiation and many trajectories can initiate collection. Since SW heating suppresses drop growth everywhere in the cloud, SW heating actually stops the initiation of collection in many trajectories with shorter cloud-top time scales.
The results of this study are examined further in a companion paper (Part II), in which the effects of varying the solar zenith angle on the vapor depositional growth of cloud drops and the initiation of collection will be addressed. Ultimately, parcel in-cloud time scales play an important role in the microphysics of clouds through their indirect impact on the net radiative heating/cooling of individual air parcels. In the future, dynamic feedbacks to the microphysics need to be accounted for by running a coupled LES-bin microphysics simulation. Not only would this provide a more realistic simulated cloud, but such a simulation would also provide more insight into the complexity of the feedback between the dynamics and microphysics of clouds.
